Aims: We performed a systematic review of recent literature to discuss the role of physical exercise on cognition of the elderly, especially long-term memory (LTM). Source of data: The articles were sought in scientific journals indexed in Medline through PubMed and PubMed Central websites. In the final yield a total of 8 articles was selected. They show that Exercise programs improving LTM in the elderly involved aerobic activities performed 2-3 times per week. LTM improvements were correlated with brain-specific regions changing volume and depend on intensity, performed at least moderately for a minimum of 2.5 to 3 months. Exercise programs to improve LTM require strict control of exercise intensity, while different training duration and weekly sessions seem effective. Conclusions: Training focusing only in walking sessions requires further investigations to ensure its potential in improving LTM in the elderly.
inTrOdUCTiOn Physical exercise is a source of health and quality of life in the elderly. It contributes to strength gains 1 , balance improvement 2 , independent locomotion and better general health condition in the elderly 3 . Psychological benefits are also observed in the elderly engaged in programs of regular physical exercise 4 . Besides the benefit of enhancing performance of daily activities, the impact of physical exercise on cognitive function has been extensively investigated in different contexts, and often suggested as positively influencing cognitive function 5, 6 . One important cognitive function that continuously brings attention to scientists is longterm memory.
Long-term memory (LTM) plays important roles in the cognitive integrity of the elderly. LTM can last days, months and even years. It requires time for its establishment and consolidation processes, which may take several hours 7 . Along this process, increase in brain gene expression and protein synthesis is observed. While LTM is in formation, short-term memory, which lasts up to 6 hours, is still available 7 . The normal aging process during the life span can impair LTM formation/ consolidation 8 . Such impairments will negatively impact the health status and quality of life in the elderly, limiting independence and security in the performance of daily activities, such as cooking 9 . A number of studies addressed the effects of exercise on memory in the elderly, and at least two recent reviews have extensively described the relationships between exercise and LTM 5, 6 . In fact, most of the studies on this topic are animal studies 10 . Additionally, an expressive number of articles consider the acute effects of exercise on the memory; for examples, see additional references 11, 12 and a recent review 6 . It is known that among the acute effects of exercise are the release of catecholamine 13 and arousal manipulation, which may contribute to speed up or up regulate specific brain mechanisms related to cognitive processes 14, 15 . However, such effects can be transient, sometimes not related to permanent gains, and not directly related to physical exercise effects, but to effects of any intervention that manipulates arousal 16 . The evidence seems to support that acute effect of exercise on acquisition of new memories can be very positive in the elderly, and long-term exercise would contribute to responses of the molecular machinery responsible for memory processing 6 . Although we are able to find some reviews addressing memory processes in the elderly; for example, see additional references 10, 17, 18 , most of them present outcomes limited to particular groups, such as Alzheimer patients. Discussing a particular group affected by a disease is important, but presents a significant limitation when trying to extrapolate these results to the independent elderly. Although the incidence of cognitive impairments is high in late age, we cannot neglect the number of elderly carrying on daily activities without such major cognitive deficits.
We found recent reviews addressing the role of physical exercise for enhancing memory in the elderly without cognitive impairment 5, 6 . Most of the studies included in those previous reviews considered a larger time window than we considered in the present review, but the number of included articles still was relatively low, i.e., 22 and 19 articles for acute and long-term effects of exercise, respectively 6 , and 11 articles addressing the relationships between cardiorespiratory fitness and long-term memory 5 . If recent investigations considered previous evidences and suggestions when designing interventions in the elderly is still unknown. Furthermore, characteristics of recent interventions to improve LTM in the elderly by means of physical training have not been reviewed. Therefore, here we conducted a systematic review of studies addressing the effects of physical exercise on LTM in the elderly. Through this systematic review we tried to gather the literature of current exercises programs that aimed to improve long-term memory in the elderly and to present their main results and clinical application, more specifically, discussing the exercise configurations and its specific effects on LTM in independent elderly.
From a clinical perspective, human research still raises questions concerning how exercise can be used to improve LTM or to minimize losses related to the expected aging process. Based in the controversial results in the literature, our systematic review discusses this topic in light of studies that trained the elderly and evaluated their cognitive function in well-controlled conditions. The findings of our systematic review provide important information that can help in the clinical decision of exercise administration in the elderly. More than describing exercise interventions and its main results, our systematic analysis suggests some characteristics that interventions based in physical training should include in attempting to increase the chances of success in the purpose of improving LTM through exercise. 
MATEriALS And METHOdS data sources and searches

Study identification
Original articles investigating the effects of systematic physical exercise on at least one parameter of LTM in the independent elderly, as define by age 65 or higher, without cognitive impairments, were included in this review. Cognitive status was ensured based on the information presented by the authors in the included articles, or on information of minimental score higher than 24. To be included, papers had to be published as a journal article, involving experiments with humans, written in English, and discussing the effects of physical exercise training on LTM, not only acute effects of exercise; paper should present information on intensity, weekly frequency, and duration of the sessions performed. Case studies, pilot studies and papers considering subjects with some neurological impairment that could significantly affect memory processes (for example, Alzheimer disease) were not eligible. All processes of search, selection and review of the papers were conducted by at least two independent authors. First, studies were selected considering their titles and abstracts. In this phase, concordance between reviewers was not mandatory. Afterwards, overlapping papers from different bases were excluded. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied for the rest of the papers, and those that fulfilled the aforementioned criteria were included. When only the abstract did not permit to fully decide the inclusion or exclusion of the paper, the full text was checked. A third author solved any discrepancies between the two independent reviewers.
Quality assessment
We assessed the quality of individual studies by using a standardized form (for details, see the supplemental file) considering scores ranging from 0 to 1 (1 means better quality). Two independent reviewers performed the initial screening and extraction procedures. Then, another investigator independently assessed all articles satisfying the inclusion criteria. Whenever there was a disagreement, it was solved by collective discussion among the investigators.
Main outcomes
We extracted information about the clarity of the study's purpose, participant details (including sample size, age, gender, health status), recruitment and sampling methods, presence of inclusion and exclusion criteria, control of co-variants in the data analysis, key outcome variables, methodological approach, reliability of the method used, key findings supported by the main results, and practical implications.
rESULTS
Yield
The initial search returned 2,670 articles. After the first round of exclusion, 1,741 articles had the abstract and/or full text read to identify if they filled exclusion and inclusion criteria. In the final yield a total of 8 articles remained (Figure 1 ).
Quality analysis
A full description of all aspects of the quality assessment is presented as a supplemental file. Each score corresponds to the average from three independent authors. Scores closer to 1 represent a better quality, and closer to 0 a poor quality. Additionally, an average score for each study is included in Table 1 . When the quality analysis from each study was merged, we observed that the average ± standard deviation for the quality assessment of the included papers was 0.85 ± 0.12.
Characteristics of the included studies
The main characteristics of the articles included in this systematic review are summarized in Table 1 . Further details on the exercise programs and outcomes related to LTM are presented in Table 2 . Details of the memory tests conducted in these articles can be reviewed in a recent publication (6). Age is presented for mean ± standard deviation of the elderly included in the study. n: number of participants; I: interventional study; C: cross-sectional; RCT: randomized controlled trial; M: male; F: female. * Additional detail on the cognitive tests is available in the papers cited in this systematic review.
Figure 1
Five studies [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] found improvements in LTM in response to single physical training, one study 24 only observed benefits of physical training when it was combined with cognitive training, and two studies 9, 25 did not find benefits of physical exercise on LTM in the independent elderly.
All exercise programs performed in the included articles involved aerobic activities (walking was the most frequent activity included in the training regimen), and the average weekly frequency was 2-3 days, at least. For those not observing any effect of physical exercise on LTM 9,25 , target intensity was described as low to moderate. When exercise was effective for LTM, intensity was described as at least moderate 19, [21] [22] [23] or eliciting endurance performance 20 . For two studies we were not able to fully identify the weekly frequency of training 19, 23 . Average weekly frequency of exercise was 2-3 times per week, and adherence was controlled to reach at least 70% of the sessions.
diSCUSSiOn
In this systematic review, 8 articles fulfilled the requirements to be included in the quality assessment. Their results suggest that LTM can be improved by physical exercise, but the success of interventions will depend on several aspects of the training program. Our review was not able to differentiate effects of different types of exercises since all studies were based in aerobic training. The different conclusions among the included articles raise questions concerning the influence of training configuration on its effects on LTM. Previous reviews discussed the exercise characteristics that may determine LTM gains. They concluded that there is a lack of evidence to support the assumption that improvements in cognitive function can be attributed to physical exercise due to improvements in cardiovascular fitness, although there is a temporal association between cognitive and fitness gains 5 , as well as acute and long-term exercise may reflect two different strategies to improve memory 6 . In general, the duration of exercise sessions increases from the beginning to the end of the training intervention, which permits the participant a proper adaptation to the training workload. For most of cases the frequency was of 2-3 days per week, and therefore it was not possible to discriminate the effects of exercise in relation to the weekly frequency of exercise. Similarly, training sessions had similar duration between the different studies (up to 50-60 min; for more details, see Table 2 ).
Longer exercise programs in general resulted in LTM gains, but longer periods of training did not seem mandatory to improve LTM. The longer period of training considered was 15 years and included endurance intensity. In this case, master athletes were evaluated and the main outcome of the systematic long-term endurance training was an improved executive function and memory, with elderly achieving similar results in comparison to young adults 23 . The shortest period of training resulting in LTM gains had a duration of 3 months 20, 21 . Contradictory results were found in the different studies in which elderly were trained during 6 9,22 and 12 months 19, 25 . Six months of walking combined or not with cognitive training 9 did not result in LTM improvement, as observed after similar period of Nordic walking 22 . Also, 12 months of walking at low to moderate intensity 25 did not improve LTM, as observed after 12 months attending a walking program 19 . Although the different results for the same training durations is curious, explanation for such contradictory results may not relate to the duration of the program itself, but the lower exercise intensity for both trainings that found no LTM improvement after 6 and 12 months of activity. Walking training did not improve physical conditioning for subjects performing at lower intensities 25 . Exercise programs based on walking seemed to result in controversial results, and therefore only walking cannot be ensured as an efficient exercise for cognitive improvement as depicted by LTM in the independent elderly. Even shorter interventions can provide the elderly with benefits for memory. A short physical training period (20 sessions) combined with a cognitive training promoted good results for LTM in the elderly 24 . In this case, exercise intensity was higher compared to the other studies. Unfortunately, the authors were not able to describe the single-exercise effect, as this experimental condition was missing in the methods. In addition, varying activities during a short period of physical training may play a role for LTM improvements. Therefore it is not clear if the main task performed during the training period is the actual determinant of the benefits for LTM.
How much exercise is need is a good question that we were able to partially answer. However, in addition to the 2-3 sessions of physical exercise per week for least 2.5 or 3 months, which exercise should be performed still questionable. Benefits for LTM were reported after 3 months of training once a week 20 in a routine of stretching exercise and activities (which were not fully detailed in the article) aiming at development of body flexibility, strength, balance and endurance performed in elderly groups. It is possible that exercise programs not focused on a specific exercise type can provide similar benefits as single activity oriented programs. Exercises based exclusively on walking programs were not effective in improving memory 9, 24, 25 ; such a result was achieved when a walking exercise program had a specific configuration, such as the case of Nordic walking improving LTM 22 . It is important not just to start a training program, but also to keep on doing it. Therefore, it is important to know if missing training sessions can impair the benefits expected for LTM in physical training. Most of the studies mentioned controlled adherence to the training sessions and take it into account during the data analysis, considering only those participants that joined a significant number of sessions (for example, at least 70% of the sessions). However, one study reported that cognition improvement was not significantly associated with session attendance 25 . However, this study 25 did not find association between exercise and cognitive improvement, most likely because exercise was performed at low to moderate intensities or the lack of adherence control may have influenced the elderly performance. Therefore, it seems to be recommendable that adherence to the training be considered when analyzing data, but more importantly to ensure that the elderly can in fact benefit by attending the physical training.
If behavioral measures of LTM are positively affected by exercise, some brain adaptations could be expected. A few studies addressed LTM-related neural adaptations to the physical training. Among the neural adaptations associated with improved LTM were increases in gray and white matter concentrations, especially in the hippocampus, prefrontal and cingulate cortex extending into occipital, frontal and parietal cortices. Therefore, we could argue that physical exercise did not influence the different brain regions to the same extent. An increase in the hippocampus volume was observed in the trained elderly 19 . On other hand, a control group (performing only stretching exercises at low intensity) reduced hippocampal volume over one-year 19 . Both groups (walking and stretching) improved spatial memory, which was positively correlated with physical fitness. Elderly engaged in endurance training for a significant period of life (~15 years) presented higher gray matter concentrations in the right parietal lobe, occipital lobe, and cerebellum than sedentary elderly 23 . White matter was also higher in the trained elderly than sedentary ones when looking at the parietal, temporal and occipital lobe 23 . Gray matter volume was correlated with physical activity for several cortical areas of elderly trained in the Nordic walking program 22 . Significant correlations between fitness and gray matter volume emerged in the left prefrontal and cingulate cortex extending into occipital cortex 22 . The prefrontal cortex contributes to memory through strategic control over memory retrieval processes within other brain areas, such as the hippocampus and amygdala. Additionally the hippocampus provides outputs to others cortical areas. These feedback pathways allow the retrieval of detailed memories in the hippocampus that constitute strong recollected experiences and recollection memory 26 . Serum brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) did not differ between elderly trained for walking and controls, but correlated with hippocampal volume in the exercise group 19 . In addition, serum BDNF was not correlated with spatial memory 19 . It could be related to the fact that the measurements presented are from peripheral BDNF, and, although it can be used as an approximation of central BDNF levels, it does not exactly represent central BDNF levels, because BDNF can cross the blood-brain barrier 27 . The measure of BDNF in the brain most likely could provide a better idea of the impact of physical exercise on LTM, since it seems clear that physical exercise increases brain BDNF levels and BDNF is involved with synaptic plasticity and neurogenesis in neuronal survival 28 . However, such measurements are limited in humans.
Physical exercise may influence LTM due to the increase of neurotrophic factors other than BDNF, such as vascular endothelial growth factor which, when associated to increased brain blood perfusion 30 , could explain memory enhancement. However, such measurements were not performed in the studies included in this systematic review. Moreover, it is still a matter of debate whether peripheral measures of neurotrophic factors, for instance, are indicators of central levels. They definitely measure on a different level than neuroimaging techniques and, therefore, could not replace them.
In one of the included articles, the catecholamines were positively correlated with physical activity levels. A positive correlation of physical activity with dopamine was observed, but not with epinephrine or norepinephrine levels 22 . Although epinephrine and norepinephrine cannot cross the blood brain barrier, the peripheral release of epinephrine and norepinephrine can activate peripheral β-adrenergic receptors that project to higher areas of the central nervous system involved in the regulation of memory, such as the hippocampus 31 . The mechanics of how physical activity affects LTM are not fully understood. The oxidative stress and inflammation processes, increase of vascularization, release of neurotrophins and catecholamines and increased neurogenesis, especially in the hippocampus, are also mentioned as possible pathways 22 . However, not all of them were investigated in the studies presented in this review.
A tentative representation of the factors most likely related to LTM improvement in response to regular physical training during aging is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Figure 2
Education (as quantified by years) seems to be an important controlled covariant when comparing trained and control elderly. When trained elderly had lower education than controls, aerobic training per se was not able to improve LTM 9 , while for trained elderly with higher education than control 21 it resulted in improved LTM. For studies considering participants with similar education, physical exercise was positively associated with LTM performance [22] [23] [24] , but only when physical exercise was performed at low intensity 25 . Other studies did not discuss whether physical exercise performed alone or in small groups may influence LTM outcomes in different extents. Activities performed in groups most likely can help to promote elders' adherence to training, and adherence was shown to be important in the included articles. In addition, strength exercises, which are very often found as part of fall-prevention programs in the elderly 1, 4 , have not been addressed considering its impact on cognitive performance. Other physical exercise programs that are becoming popular among the elderly (Pilates for instance ) have not yet been discussed considering LTM benefits.
COnCLUSiOn
Exercise programs to improve LTM require strict control of exercise intensity, while different training duration and weekly sessions seem effective. Based on the studies included in this systematic review, training based on walking exercise requires further investigations to ensure its efficacy for enhancement of long-term memory.
